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ABSTRACT. I lie results nf an ijivestigation cm the variation nf the dielec'lrie eonstnni of 
an eleetronic niediiini in the ajiode-screen-giidspaee of a Philips A val\ e inifler various 
eoiulilions for iiiediuni rndio-frequeneie>s att̂  given in this paper. 'Hie measiireinents of 
the effective dieleetric constant were made In- follouing the no-beat tc'ehiiiqiie of a double 
heterodyne method 1'he effect of the conductivity of the medium was allcnved for in 
estimating the effective dielectric constant of such a medium.

The expcritneulal results were found ronsistent with Ivorciit/’s formula for llie dielectric' 
constant of a friclionless electronic medium after introducing n nmltiplyiiig factor to olitaiii 
the effect of the time of stay of the (dectrons in the inter-elcctrodc space. The multiplying 
factor was found independent of the v avelength of the measuring field and was found to 
depend only on the transit time.

The paraholic variation in tlie value of tlie diedectric constant of the electronic medium 
with the variation in the m a g n i i u d e  of the measuring fie ld as reported by Prasad and Verma 
was not, however, observed in the experiments performed to test any such varialion. In 
some cases a steady variation was found and this has been explained.

1 N r  R O 1) Ti C r  1 { ) N

Usually the electronic medium under investigation is a high-vacuum space 
in a thermionic valve filled with electrons from a heated filament under the 
influence of an electric /ield. Since the time of stay of the electrons in the inter- 
electrodt space is only a small fraction of the period which corresi)onds to the 
radio-frequency of the alternating field, the contribution of the electrons towards 
the change of the dielectric constant should therefore be correspondingly small, 
Benner  ̂ considered this elTcct of the finite time of transit of the electrons and 
deduced a correction factor to the well-known Kccles-Uarmor expression for 
the dielectric constant of a purely electronic mcxlium. Recently Hollinann-and 
Thoma^ criticised Benner’s equations. From their theory of the inversion of 
electrons and using Maxwells equations they deduced a formula for dielectric 
constant of electronic medium, which was different from Benner’s. Their 
jnaiu result abgut the dielectric constant was that a.s the product of frequency and
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tnmsit»lime increases from zero, tlie dielectric constant followed a damped 
(yclic curve aboni unity, Tlie dielectric constant of an electronic medium could 
tuerefore be less than, equal to, or ; r̂eater than unity, the value depending on 
the product of the frequency and the transit-time.

Coining to the exi^eriinenlal determinations of the dielectric constant of 
space eomainiiig electrons, the results of Ilerginaiin and Diiring® wlio were the 
earliest workers on the subject slnnvcd that the dielectric constant of the electro
nic medium in their investigation was less than unity and steadily diminished 
with incK^asing eUitron concentration. Following Bergmami and Diiring’s 
experiments Sir' observed a dec rease, an increase and also no change of dielectric 
constant at ultra-high frecjueiicy. These cxperinieiital results ŵ ere explained 
as due to the non-uniform distribution of the electrons in the medium and also 
due to the eflect ni the time of stay of the electrons as detennined from Benner’s 
fornuiki. Some experiments' ® on the subject wdlh ultra-high-frequency 
measuring lield w'eie also i)erformcd in this laboratory. The following were 
established :

(i) With a definitc‘ ultra-high frequency, the effective dielectric constant 
of the electronic medium in a screen-grid valve w'as found less than unity and 
decreased on the whole nearly iiroiiorlionately with the increase of the anode 
current. #

{2} When the weveienglh ŵ as changed keefiing the anode and screen-grid 
voltages and the filament current constant, the elTective dielectric constant of the 
medium decreased steadily with the increase of the wavelength. There was, 
however, an anomaly beyond a certain wavelength wdieii a gradual increase 
in the value of the dielectric constant was observed. As the waveltMigth was 
further increased, the dielectric constant assumed values gieater than unity 
and after attaining a maximum value at a particular w^aveleugth decreased again 
witli further increase of waiveleugth. It ŵ as also observed tliat the wavelength 
at winch the dielectric constant of the electronic medium attained a maximum 
value ŵ as distinctly larger for the smaller election concentration.

These results were cx])lained l)y snpi)osing that the iiiduclaiice of the short 
external connection and the inler-eleclrude capacity of the valve constituted an 
oscillatory circuit so that the anomaly ap[)eared in the region of the resonance 
freciuency of such an oscillatory circuit. The condition for this resonance 
according to Iluiid^ is the same as that for the plasma electronic resonance of 
Tonks and Langmuir. 'I'liis explaiifed also the observed shift of the peak 
value the dielectric constant towards the ionger wavelength when electron 
concentration was reduced. It is, how'ever, significant that neither Benner’s nor 
Hollinami and Thoma’s formula was found to agree with these experimental 
results. Attributing^ however, a natural freciueiicy to the electrons corresponding 
to the resouonce of the previously mentioned oscillatory circuit in the valve and
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introducing a multiplying factor to obtain the effect of the time stay of the 
electrons in the inter-electrode space of the valve, the Lorciitz exi)ression for the 
dielectric constant for a frictionless medium was found consistent \Aih these ultra- 
high frequency lueasurcinents.

S C O P K  OF T rue PRICvSKNT 1 N V I- S T I ('. A T T O N

The object of the present investigation was to extend the measurements 
of dielectric constant of electronic medium to much lo\\ er frequencies. Prasad 
and Venna^ had previously j)ublished some ex])erimcntal results with medium 
radio-freciuencies between 3.7 x to® and .58 x cycles per sec. (wavelength 51 m. 
to 5ie 111.). Following the douhle-bcat method they found the dielectric constant 
of an electronic medium inside a screen-grid valve alv̂ 'ays less tlian unity 
within tlie range of the concentrations and tlie wavelengths emidoyed in their 
investigations. They showed that (1) the dielectric constant decreased vvilli 
increasing concentration and that (2) it also decreased with increasing wave
lengths. Their measurements of dielectric constant and the theoretical deductions 
from these measurements were, howcvei, vitiated l>y the fact tliat in determining 
the dielectric constant of the electronic medium the ejlect ol the conductivity 
of the medium was not considered at all.

The usual experimental j)rocedure is to measure the capacity belw'ccu tlie 
two electrodes inside a valve with and witliouL electrons filling the intcr-electrode 
space. When the space is filled with electrons there arc geiieially two effects . 
(i) a change in the dielectric constant of the medium and (2) a conductivity 
effect. For both of these effects it is expected to obtain a change in the capacity 
of the oscillating system in the measurement circuit. If the dielectric constant 
is less than unity, the change in the capacity is a decrease, wliercas the eftect 
of the conductivity due to the eleclrcxsn, short-circuiting, so to say, tlietwo 
electrodes in their transit from the filament to the anode of the cxpeiimeiit.il 
valve is always an increase in the eflective capacity iiei'essary to 1 esloie tlie 
resonance condition of the oscillating system. Ihis latter eiiect is S(jmeliiics 
appreciable and can be directly tested by imlting a high lesistance acioss llie
two electrodes.* Accurate measurements of the cfleclive dielectric conslanl of tlie
electronic medium for medium radio-frequencies w'ere therforc felt nccessaiy by 
considering the effect of the conductivity of the medium and investigations 
were accordingly undertaken. The experiments were auaiiged in tlnec main 

parts;

I, Variation of the effective dielectric constant of the electumic medium in

the inter-electrode space of a scrcciugrid valve with the theimionic niiienl 
through the valve for a definite frequency of the alternating field.
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II. Variatioxj of the effectivu dielectric constant of tlic similar electronic 
medium with the frequency of the alternating field for a definite electron 
concentration.

ITL Dependence of tlie effective dielectric constant of the electronic medium 
inside a screen-grid valve on the time of stay of electrons in the inter-electrode 
si»acc.

n X P JC R 1 M K N 'J' A h A U R A  N O IC M IC N T S A N D  P R O C K D U R P:

The experimental condenser consisted of the screen-grid and the anode of a 
Philii>s A 4̂ 2 valve. This condenser of capacity Cv was in parallel with the 
tuning condenser of caj)acity C of the oscillatory circuit of a suitable Hartley 
oscillator. The change in the ca])acity of Cv when the inter electrode space 
was filled with electrons was balanced hy changing the capacity of an accurately 
calibrated small variable vernier air condenser Ca in parallel with Cv and C, 
so that the total capacity (Cv I-C f Ca) remained constant. The high-frccjiieiicy 
signal from tlie oscillator wus received by an oscillator-detector valve-circuit 
which was exactly similar to the oscillator circuit. When the detector circuit 
was nearly in tune with the oscillator, the familiar heterodyne whistie was heard 
in tlie teleidiones ])iaced in tlie anode circuit of the receiver. The audio-frequency 
voltage developed across the telephone was then amplified by a thrcc-valv/e 
amplifier of the conventional type and fed into a loudspeaker wdiich gave a 
loud musical note. Ou introducing into the same loudspeaker an audio-frequency 
current from an audio-oscillator capable of ])ioducing an intense note of fixed 
frc(|iiency, beats were heard by suitably adjusting the heterodyne frequency. 
A variable resisteiice Avas placed in scries wdlh the secondary coil of the audio
oscillator to match the intensity of the heterodyne whistle wuth that of the audio
frequency note. Adjustments of tlie variable vernier condenser Ca in the 
oscillator to iiioduee no lieats were then made successively//?a7 wdien the inter- 
olcctrode space was devoid of electrons and ncxi wdien the same space 
was filled with electrons. In other words, the change in the capacity of Ca was 
noted with the filament of the experimental valve off and on after having given 
suitable high \uitages to the anode and the screen-grid. To this wlis added a 
correction to allow for the effect of the conductivity of the medium. From a 
knowledge of this corrected change of capacity and the inter-electrode capacity 
of the valve, tne effective dielectric constant of the medium was calculated. 
The procedure ado[)tcd to obtain llie conduclivity correction will be described 
in a subsequent section.

The diagram of the entire arrangement is shown in fig. i. The anode of 
the experimental valve w as given a suitable high voltage from a separate dry 
battery ; Ihe screen-grid was also given piaciically the same voltage from the same 
battery through the induclanee coil of the Hartley oscillator. The filament of
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tlie exi)eriuiciilal valve wan fed by a low tension battery ami llie filament enrrent 
was wSuitably controlled by a rlieostat. The variation of the llicrmionic enrrent 
through the valve was made by varying the filament current only, the anode and 
the screen-grid voltages having been kept fixed. The constancy of these voltages 
ensured the constancy of the time of stay of the electrons in the inter-electrode 
space, so that the variation of the dielectric constant of the electronic medium 
with varying thermionic currents (keei)ing the frequency constant) and the 
similar variation (for a constant thermionic current  ̂ with vaiying frequencies 
of the measuring field were studied for a definite value of the tiansit-tiine of the 
electrons.

C O R R E C T I O N 1 ' O R T II V : C O N D V  C '1' I V 1 T Y 0  1' T  IT H  

E L E C T R O N I C  M E D I U M

In correcting for the conductivity effect the following procedure was 
adopted.

Let us first consider the set of experiments where the change in the anode — 
screen-grid capacity of the experimental valve was observed for each different 
thermionic current through the valve for a definite frequency of tlic measuring 
field. Immediately after this set of experiments, the H. F. series-resistance of 
the electronic medium was measured by the distuning method for each different 
thermionic current through the valve, the anode and the screen-grid voltages 
remaining exactly the same as in the preceding experiment. For these
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F kutric 2
0

ineasurciiiciits the vah ĉ of the Hartley oscillator was jiot worked and only the 
tuning condenser C of the oscillatory circuit (or the small varialde balancing 
condenser wdiichevei was suitable) and the anode-screen-grid capacity Cv 
each in parallel with the inductance were used with a radio-frequency tlierinal 
galvanometer in the circuit as shown in fig. 2. The detector-oscillator unit was 
used as a mere oscillator to induce currents into the neighbouring oscillatory 
circuit. A pair of resonance curves were constructed showing current against 
the capacity-value, first where the filament was off and next when the filament 
was on. Pairs of such resonance curves for different thermionic currents through 
the exi>erimental valve were constructed. From each pair of such resonance 
curves, the H. F. sei ies-resistance r of the electronic medium was determined 
by the usual formula, 'J'he coi responding shunt resistance R was then calculated 
for each different Iheniiionic current through the valve by the standard formula

orC r

where w is the angular frequency of the field and C the capacity in farads, across 
which the shunt resistance R is supposed to work. A graph was then plotted 
showing I/R against the thermionic current. Next in a separate experiment the 
anode and the screen-grid electrodes of the experimental valve were shinitcd by dif
ferent non-inductive metal film higli resi.stances (of negligible sclf-capacity) and the 
corresponding increase in the effective capacity of the oscillating system (wuth no
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electrons inside the iuter-eleotrode capacity) d\ie to leakage for each diflereiit shunt 
resistance to restore resonance condition of system was accuralcly measured by 
following again the no-beat technique of the double-heterodyne method already 
described in the previous section. Anothci graph was then constructed from the 
observed data showing the increase in the capacity against the reciprocal of the 
actual shunt-resistance employed. With the help of these two graphs it was 
possible to obtain the increase in the value of the efleclive capacity of the 
oscillating system due to the conductivity of the medium in the iiiter electrodc 
capacity. To take an example, let us find the conductivity correction fora 
definite thermionic cnrrciU. From the t/R —current grapli it is possible to obtain 
the value of i/R wliich corresponds to Ihc desired value of the current. The other 
graph (showing the increase in the capacity of the oscillating system for each 
actual rcsi.stance shunted across the inter-electrode capacity) enables us to obtain 
the inciease in the capacity correspoiiding to this value of i/R which, as we have 
already seen from the previous grai>li, corresponds to the deshed value of tlic 
thermionic current.

The conductivity correction (AC)<r, obtained in this way, was then added 
to the obseivcd decrease of the anode = screen-grid capacity AC for the resjiective 
value of the thermionic current through ihc valve. The change in the capacity 
due to the dielectric constant change for this value of the current was tlicii 
given bv

(AC)6=AC MAOcr.
The dielectric constant was thus calculated from

Cv ‘
In tlie set of experiments where the frequency of the measuring field was 

varied by keeping the thermionic current constant and the change in the anode = 
screen-grid capacity observed with the filament of the valve off and on, the 
inocedure for the conductivity-correction was as follows. Working with the 
circuit diagram shown in fig. 2, paiis of resonance curves were constructed 
with the same constant thermionic cui rent 011 and off for various wavelengths 
within the range of our ob.servatioiis. From each pair of such resonance curves 
the H. F. resistance r of the medium (with a definite electron concentration) 
uas determined. Thus the corresponding equivalent .shunt resistance R as 
calculated from the series-resistance was obtained for each wavelength A, A 
grarih was then plotted showing i/R against A. Next, the anode= screen-grid 
electrodes were shunted as described before by different noii-induclive hgih 
resistances of negligible self-capacity and the increase in the effective capacity of 
the oscillating system to restore resonance was dcteimined for each such shunt 
resistance for the lequired range of wavelengths by following the no-beat 

.technique of. the double-heterodyne method in the way desc;ribed before. 
Different graphs were thus obtained showing the increase of effective capacity
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against tlic leciproc^al of the actual shunt resistance for different wavelengths. 
The conductivity corrections (AC)ff corrcsjmnding to the various equivalent shunt 
resistances for respective wavelengths (as known from the previous i/ R -A  graph) 
Mere then determined from these graj)hs. Hach of these corrections was then 
added to the ohseived value of AC. The dielectric constant of the medium for 
each diffeieiil wavelength was llius calculated from the ratio of this total change 
of capacity lo the electron-free iiitcr-electrodc capacity

K X !• K R I M I' N T A h k  IC S V h T S

Variation of the cffcciivr dielectric cotisiunf of the electronic medium 
for different thermionic currents for a fixed frequency 

of the mcasuiing field :

In tah’c I are iven the lesiilts of a typical si;t of measurements of the 
dielectiic constant for varying thermionic currents emi)loying a measuring field 
of >3oc).q kc. frequency (A —750 in.) Tliese are gra[3hicaily show'll in fig. 3 
Two otliei lyjiical sets of similar ineasiiremcnls for frequencies, 608.5 kc. and

TAliUi I

Fre(|ucncy : 309,9 kc./sec. (A = 75o m.), Anode “ screen-grid capacity— 8/i/x/

B
'Hu* rm ionic 

current
AC
fLuf

i
11

Correction <AC), tr 1 ~-aS

Lorentz term a = ̂  
3-------

.25 m.a X /v’ -3 .0.1 '34 xj6 .04 .041

•̂3 .1(1 73 .93 08 .082

■75 M M i.i .16 T.26 ■ .84 .16 7̂
i-w ,, „ i .,1 .22 1 6;; 79 .21

1-35 2.1 2(S 2.3S .70 30 ^3

1-5 M M 2.6 ■ 36 2.96 .63 ■37 •43

1-75 . 1. 3-2 1
..18 3.6S ŜA 46 ■ M

3.0 M M
1

3 7 .64 PM
«

.46 •5^ .66

3.25 ,, .. ‘1 3 ’7 A 5 '37 .63 1 .So

3 5 M
1

.Si 5.Si .28 73 1 ■94

8n kc. (A = 4Q3 m. and A = 370 in.), are illustrated in fig. 4. In both the figures 
the values of dielectric constant « of the electronic medium are plotted against
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various values of the anode current. In fig. are also shown the values of 

8 ( = i - e )  and of — against the different values of the anode cm rent for
j  On
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A -750 in. (frcfj: 3gg.g kc.) of the measuring field Ca" being the Lorentz term). 
The calibration graphs from which the conductivity corrections weie made for 
this set are shown in fig. 3(a).

It can Ix̂  seen from fig. 3 that for A —750 metres, a linear relation holds 
lietvveen the dielectric constant of the electronic medium and the thermionic 
current, except for very small values of the latter. Tlie linear relation also 
seems to hold for the other two wavelengths except for a sudden discontinuity 
in each case at a certain value of the thermionic current. The discontimiity 
in each diagram of fig. 4 is indicated l>y an armw mark.

1)  n V  (' T  T 0  N  S  F R O  M  ' I ‘ I I  ]•: A  H  O  V  F  V) X  T ’ F  R  T M  I v  N  T  S

Accepting I^orent/'s expression for the dielectric constant of a friction less 
electronic medium and introducing a miiUiidying factor i*. to obtain the elTcct 
of the finite time of stay of the electrons in the inter-electrode space, we liave

= t -
(i(/\7tNfû

( t )

where dielectric constant, /x —a iiuiltiplying factor,

k  — absorption index, n =  refractive index,

(0 —angular frequency of the measuring field, r —velocity of light,

A —elctroii concentration, a=^l,ojeiii/ tiain,

re c h a rg e  on an electron, n/ —mass nf an cleciinii.

Putting 1 we obtain

1 — wo)~ U)

W h e n  (1 =  0 S = 4!I£_0\ » .

If the anode and the screen-grid voltages are kepi fixed throughout a set of 
measurements it is evident that the velocity of the electrons vvonkl reniain 
constant so that the electron concentration could be normally taken as pro
portional to the thermionic current" through the anode = screen-grid space. 
Again, since the time of stay of the electrons in tlie inter-electrode space and 
the frequency arc usually kept fixed in one set of observations, the multiplying 
factor could l>e regarded as constant so tliat for the lyorentz formula to hold,

should vary directly as the therniionic current. In fig. 3, both  ̂and —  - 
I —aS i - a o
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are ploUed against the thermionic current for one set of observations (frcij. 390.0 
kc./sec., A =750 111.). The variation of e is also shown in the same diagram. 
It will lx; .seen from fig. 3 that S or « was found to vary proportionately with 
the thermionic current except when the latter was very small. Tlie law of direct

inoporiionalily, however, fails when the values of -- are plotted for the
1 “ ao

different values of the thermionic current* The conclusion that can l)e drawn 
under the circuuislances is that either the Lorciitz term a = o or alternatively 
for some unknown reason the electron density increased with the increase of 
the thermionic current at a rate more than the proportionate rate of increase 
The latter couid perhaps be expected if the secondary electrons were emitted at 
the anode and the screen-grid surfaces.

Variaiion of ihc effective dielectric constant of the electronic ntedhim 
ixnlh the Wiivclcngth (or frequency) of the measuring field fora 

definite electron concentration of the medium

The experimeutai data for the evaluation of the dielectric constant of the 
electronic medium are collected in table II. The observed shift AC, the con 
ductivity correction (AC)̂  ̂ and the corrected shift (AC) ,̂ due to the dielectric 

constant change alone are all entered in separate columns.

T aulk II

Thermionic current- i .5 m.a. x k. Intcr-elcctrodc capacity -  8/a/a/*

!

WavcU'iigili
(IMftrcs) Sq.iui.

AC
Hill

Conductivity 
Correction 
(AC)^ / i / u /

( A C f ^
e 5

5
J — £15

a  -  *

3

350 1.325 ^  n»‘*
1
; -33 .02 .08

1
! .082
1

4 0 1 ' 1.60U ,, ; . ( )0 .11 1 .114
1

45̂ ' 2,025
1

i *55 ,65 1.20 •15 . I h

500 2.05 M .78 1-43 .82 .18 •19

550 3-t)25 ■ , .80
1 .̂ 3 1.63 .80 .203 .22

600 3.60 >1

J
1.2 2.03 •75 •253 .28

1
650 4.325 „

!
i 1.6
1

.78 a -38 .70 •30 j  -33

700 4 . 9  •>

!
2.1 .6 2.70 .66 .34 .38

750 *  5-69 : 2.75
1

•34 3-09 .61 ‘39 •45
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Tin.'rcsiills arc ,i;iai»liically sliowii in fig. 5. In tlic diagram flic values of 

a and aic ])k)Ucd against llic squares of wavclcngllis einidoycd. It is

interesting to find that all the curves are praetically straight lines.

1M-; HIT C T I O N S ITROIM T p H  A U O V R  R X R H U I M K N T A R
R H S t T L T S

file niiiltiplying factor /t introduced in the Lorentz expression for the dielec
tric constant of a frictionless electronic medium can be expressed in the form

f i t i A  . /(/), ••• (3)

\vhci\i / is tbu transit-lime of the electrons, A the wavelength of the measuring field 
and A a constant. From the exprevssion given in (2) wc therefore get

r —i/n Trmc \ A /
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()u neglecting I^orentz term we have

225

nuic" \ A I

hi the cxpcriiiicuts tlie results of which are recorded iu the last section,

/ — const, and N —const. W e have also seen from 5 tliat both S or and 1 —

when plotted against A‘ gave sliaight lines, so that it can be said that -  =  const-
A

In other norils it can be coiidiuled lhat the eonstanl A in the multiplying factor 
is ])ropuitional to the wavelength A.

I> !•: I* E N I) K N C 1C (»E T H E  D 1 E L 1C C T 1< I C C O N S T A N T  
• Ip" T H E  E I-IC <■'T K O N I C Al IC T) I I' lU ON T H E  T R A N S I T  

T 1 A1 Iv () V T H E E L 1C C T R O N S

Keeping the ihennionic eurrcnl through the inter-electroelc capacity fixed 

at a certain value and woiking witli a fixed frequency of the measuring field, the 
eriect of varying the time of stay of the electrons on the dielectric constant of the 
electronic medium was studied. 'I'he time of stay was varied by varying the 
anode or the .screen-grid voltage, but the therm ionic enrrent through the anode =- 
screen-grid .space W'as kept constant by adjusting the filament current. The 
higher the voltage V , the smaller is the transit-tim e f of the electrons. In fact,

we can write t c \ .—  , so that when N =  coust., l̂• =  const., it can be seen that
V V

i  fit) <\ f I —
i ^ a o

since

V V

^ -c o n st or approximately AC (X) ZL b 
 ̂ \\/v /

wdiere AC is the observed change of inter-electrode capacity when the intcr- 
electrode space is filled with electrons. In fig. 6 arc shown two ciirves for 
two different frequencies of the measuring field. The values of AC are

plotted against in this figure.
Vv

It is evident that AC increased steadily with the diminution' of the voltage, 
? with the increase of the transit-time i*
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1)  I ‘ H  N  I )  1!  N  ( '  K  ( )  F  T  I I  f :  I )  I  K  h  l i  C  T  R  I  C  C  ( )  N  S  T  A  N  T  ( )  F '  T  I I  V.

1C 1/ K  C  T  R  O  N  I C  I W H D I U jM  O N  T I I I C  M  A  N  I  T  I! 1> K

0  1' T  H  1C A I  J C A  S  F  R  I  N  O  I ' l l C R D

I’l asud and Viii'iiia* rcForlcd a parabolic variation ni the value of tliu dielec
tric coiislaiil of the niedinui with the variation of the niagnitiide of the measuring 
lield. With ultra-high frequencies the results of some experiments in this labora
tory definitely showed that the dielectric constant was independent of the
magnitude. It has, however, been recently shown" that since in Prasad and
Vertna’s experiments, the adjustment of the balancing condenser (to make up 
for the change of the inter-electrode cajiacity) was made till a fixed number of 
beats were heard per second, the distortion in the receiving set arising out of the 
non-linear performance of the detector unit was likely to give rise To such an 
apparent dependence. To test such dependence, if there is really any, the 
adjustment of the balancing condenser should be made for no-beat. When there 
is no beat, the complication arising  ̂ from uou-lincar distortion is eliminated. 
Some experiments were therefore performed to examine whether the variation 
of the magnitude of the measuring field would aflect the value of the dielectric 
constant by following the no-beat techniiiue. The magnitude of the measuring 
field was varied in these experiments by varying the plate voltage of the valve- 
oscillator. To obtain an estimate of the voltage  ̂of the H. P. field across the 
inter-electrode capacity, the cui'reut in the balancing condenser branch was
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measured. T his currcnl when inultiplied l)y tlie reactance of this branch would 
give the desired I I . F .  v^oltagc. Since the capacity of the balancing condenser 
was changed only to a small exten t, the voltage could be approxim ately measured  
in term s of this current. T he therm ionic current through the anode =  screen-grid  
space was kept lixed during the test.
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In lig. 7 arc shown the results of two sets of experhnents for A, = 6iu ni.
It can be seen that for small H. F. voltages of the ineasuring field, AC 

diminished with the increase of voltage but ultimately it steadied down to a 
constant value. Similar experiments were performed with higher frequencies. 
These results arc graphically shown in fig. 8.

It is significant that for A = 187111, AC remained constant throughout the 
range of H. F. voltages of the measuring field. For A = 335 m. the diminution 
persisted even for the higher voltages. 'I'he experiments with wavelengths in 
the neighliourhood of 300 ni. were iierfoiined many times— but the results were 
all similar.

'Pile amplitude of the electrons moving under the action of an alternating field 

is given liy *  ̂ , where F',„ is the peak value of the a()plied field. .As F'„, is
’""III

increased, the .nnplitude is increased. For the smaller values of F,„ the electrons 
may not be able to reach the anode surface. So long the anode is not reached 
the conductivity of the space must be small, i.c., the eipiivaleiit shunt re.sistance 
across it rather higher. This resistance would gradually fall with the increasing 
value of h',„. Ultimately when the anode is reached by the electn>ns, this resist
ance would fall to a constant value. In other words, the conductivity correctioji 
(AC)(t for the smaller voltages should be small ; it would gradually increase and 
attain a constant value for the higher voltages. vSince the ob.served AC is ecuud 
to (AC)t -  (AC)<r, the observed diininulion of AC and the ultimate con.stancy of 
AC with the increa.siiig voltage of the measuring field could be explained. In 
the ca.se when the diminution of AC i)er.siste<l with the increasing voltage it can 
perhaps be said that the amplitude of the electrons did not extend sutificieiitly to 
leach the anode surface.

S U M M A R Y  A N D  t ' O N C I, Lf S 1 O N S

In this paper arc recorded the results of an investigation on the variation of the 
elTcctivc dielectric constant of an electronic medium in the anode = screen-gi id space 
of a Philips A44a valve under various conditions for medium I'odio-frequcncies. 
The measurements of the effective dielectric constant were made, by follow ing 
the no-beat technique of a double jicterodyne method. 'Phe corrections for the 
conductivity of the medium were made in estimating the dielectric constants. 
'Phe procedure for carrying out these conductivity corrections are fully described.

The experimental results have teen analysed following Lorentz’s formula 
for the dielectric constant of a frictionless electronic medium. A multiplying 
factor /A has been introduced in the expression to obtain the effect of the time of 
stay of the electrons in the inter-electrode space. The factor has teen expressed
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iu the form /r— f  (/), where; A is a co n st., I the transit-tim e ami A the wave- 

length of the measuring tield.

Working with a definite frequuney and keeping the transit-time of the elec
trons fixed, the effective dielectric constant of the electronic inediuni was found 
on the whole to decrease almost i)io[Mji tionately with the increase of the thermio
nic current. This is wlial is expected from Loreiitz’s formula.

W hen the frequency was changed, keeping the therm ionic current and the 
Iransit lhne fixed, the effective dielectric constant of the medium was found to  
decrease sliictly  proportionately w ith the square of Uie wavelength of the m easur
ing field. In order to fit in with the Lorenty/s form ula (after inlrodncing the 
factor m) it was concluded that the transit-tim e factor must he independent of 
the w avelength, 'rhe constant A should therefore vary directly as the w-avc- 
length.

Keeping the thermionic current through the anode ==sceen-grid space cons
tant and working with a fixed frequency it was found that the observed change 
of capacity on filling the inter-electrode space with electrons increased steadily 
with the increase of the transit-lime of the electrons. This meant that the effective 
dielectric constant of the electronic medium in these exi:»erinienls decreased steadi
ly with the increavSe of the Iransit-time. 11 is therefore concluded that the 
multiplying factor depends only on the transit-time.
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